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Abstract
Let G be a loopless 2-connected graph with circumference c and with largest bond of size c.
In an earlier paper, the author proved that jE(G)j6 12 cc. This paper determines all 2-connected
graphs that attain equality in this bound showing that these graphs are certain special series{
parallel networks. c© 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let M be a connected matroid with at least two elements, and let c and c be the
sizes of a largest circuit and a largest cocircuit of M , respectively. A question of Oxley
that has attracted considerable recent attention (see, for example [2{5,8,9]) is whether
there is an upper bound on the size of M that is polynomial in terms of c and c. In
particular, Bonin et al. [2] conjectured that 12cc
 is such a bound. This conjecture had
earlier been proved for all connected graphic matroids by Wu [9]. Moreover, Denley
and Reid [3] have proved the conjecture when c or c is at most four. However, the
conjecture remains open even for regular matroids. The purpose of this paper is to
describe constructively all 2-connected graphs that attain equality in the bound.
All graphs considered here have nite, possibly empty, vertex and edge sets, are
loopless, and may have multiple edges. A minimal edge cut of a graph G is called a
bond. The circumference and cocircumference of a graph G, written c(G) and c(G),
are the length of a longest cycle of G and the maximum cardinality of a bond in G,
respectively. When the graph G can be inferred from the context, c(G) and c(G) may
be abbreviated as c and c, respectively. A cycle with n edges is called an n-cycle and
a bond with n edges is called an n-bond. Let G1 and G2 be graphs that are disjoint
except that each contains an edge e joining vertices u and v. We denote by G1 [uv G2
the graph that is obtained from G1 and G2 by identifying the two edges labelled uv.
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It is clear that a single cycle and a single bond are examples of 2-connected graphs
with exactly 12cc
 edges. Futhermore, other examples of such graphs are obtained by
replacing every edge of the cycle by the same number of parallel edges, or replacing
every edge of the bond by a path of the same length. These two operations play
fundamental roles in the next result, the main result of the paper, a description of all
2-connected graphs with exactly 12cc
 edges.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Then jE(G)j = 12cc if and only if;
for some k>2; there is a sequence of positive integers (l; r1; r2; : : : ; rk) for which
ri6(
Pk
j=1 rj)=2 for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; kg such that either G or a planar dual of G can
be expressed as (G1 [uv G2 [uv    [uv Gk)nuv; where each Gi can be obtained from
a 2-cycle with an edge e joining vertices u and v by a sequence of the following
operations:
(a) in a cycle containing e; replacing every edge except e by two parallel edges;
and
(b) in a bond containing e; subdividing every edge except e;
this sequence consists of ri−1 operations of type (a) and l−1 operations of type (b).
We now list some additional denitions and notation. Suppose that X is a subset
of the edge set of a graph G. The deletion of X from G is denoted by GnX . If P
is the path x1x2    xn, we shall also denote this path by x1Pxn. If 16i< j6n, we
use xiPxj to represent the subpath xixi+1    xj of P. The length of a path P will be
denoted by jPj. Let G1 and G2 be two disjoint subgraphs of G, and let P be a path
with endvertices u and v. If V (P) \ V (G1) = fug and V (P) \ V (G2) = fvg, then we
say that P joins G1 and G2. If u and v are two vertices of a cycle C, then there are
two paths in C joining u and v. We arbitrarily choose one of these to be C[u; v] and
label the other C[v; u]. The paths C(u; v) and C(v; u) are dened to be C[u; v]−fu; vg
and C[v; u]−fv; ug, respectively. Observe that if u and v are neighbors on C, then one
of C(u; v) and C(v; u) has empty vertex set. In the cycle x1x2    xnx1, the vertex xi+n
equals the vertex xi. We call a path P a chordal path of a cycle C if P contains no
edges of C, the endvertices of P are the only vertices of P in C, and these endvertices
are not neighbors in C. If P is an (x; y)-path, Q is a (y; z)-path, x 6= z, and P, Q are
internally disjoint, then xPyQz is the (x; z)-path obtained by stringing together the two
paths P and Q. For graph theory terminology and notation not dened here, we refer
to Bondy and Murty [1].
2. Useful lemmas
In [7], Neumann-Lara et al. proved that, for every 2-connected graph G with cir-
cumference c, there are c bonds of G, not necessarily dierent, such that every edge of
G lies in at least two of them. Indeed, their proof of this result implies the following
stonger result, which is a crucial lemma in proving Theorem 1.1.
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Lemma 2.1. Let G be a 2-connected graph with circumference c; and let C=x1x2    xcx1
be a c-cycle of G. Then there are c bonds B1; B2; : : : ; Bc of G; not necessarily dierent;
such that every edge of G lies in at least two of them; and Bi \ C = fxixi+1;
xi+dc=2exi+dc=2e+1g for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; cg.
The following is an easy consequence of this lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j=12cc; and let C=x1x2    xcx1
be a c-cycle of G. Then G has bonds B1; B2; : : : ; Bc; not necessarily dierent; such
that jBij = c for all i; every edge of G lies in exactly two of these bonds; and
Bi \ C = fxixi+1; xi+dc=2exi+dc=2e+1g for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; cg.
In [7], it was also proved that a 2-connected graph G in which a longest cy-
cle C is even, can be covered by 12c bonds B1; B2; : : : ; B(1=2)c such that Bi \ C =
fxixi+1; xi+c=2xi+c=2+1g for all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 12cg. An immediate consequence of this re-
sult follows.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j=12cc; and let C=x1x2    xcx1
be a c-cycle of G; where c = 2l for some positive integer l. Then G has l disjoint
c-bonds B1; B2; : : : ; Bl such that
Sl
i=1 Bi = E(G) and Bi \ C = fxixi+1; xi+lxi+l+1g for
all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; lg.
Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we get a very strong property of a 2-connected
graph G with jE(G)j= 12cc. It is stated as follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j= 12cc. Suppose that C is a
longest cycle of G; and P is a chordal path of C with endvertices u and v. Then
(i) jPj=minfjC[u; v]j; jC[v; u]jg.
(ii) There is no path in G − fu; vg joining any two of the paths P − fu; vg; C(u; v);
and C(v; u).
(iii) If P0 is another chordal path of C with endvertices u and v; then G has no path
of length at least one joining P and P0:
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that jC[u; v]j6jC[v; u]j, and that
C[u; v] = x1x2    xkxk+1, where x1 = u and xk+1 = v. It is clear that jPj6jC[u; v]j, for
otherwise G has a cycle of length greater than c. Let us assume that jPj< jC[u; v]j. By
Lemma 2.2, there are c-bonds B1; B2; : : : ; Bc of G, not necessarily dierent, such that
every edge of G lies in exactly two of them, and Bi \ C = fxixi+1; xi+dc=2exi+dc=2e+1g
for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; cg. Note that if a bond of fB1; B2; : : : ; Bcg meets C[u; v], then the
bond must also meet P. As each of fB1; B2; : : : ; Bk ; Bbc=2c+1; Bbc=2c+2; : : : ; Bbc=2c+kg meets
C[u; v] and jPj< jC[u; v]j= k, there is an edge of P contained in at least three bonds
of fB1; B2; : : : ; Bk ; Bbc=2c+1; Bbc=2c+2; : : : ; Bbc=2c+kg; a contradiction. Thus jPj = jC[u; v]j.
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This proves (i). Now based on (i) and using the fact that C is a longest cycle of G,
it is not dicult to prove (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 2.4 gives rise to the following useful lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j= 12cc. Then G is a series{
parallel network.
Proof. Suppose that G is not a series{parallel network. Let C be a longest cycle of G,
and let P1; P2; : : : ; Pm be all of the chordal paths of C. Since it is a trivial case when
c63, we may also assume that c>4. For each i, let ui and vi be the endvertices of
Pi. By Lemma 2.4(ii), we know that, for each i, the set fui; vig is a vertex cut of G.
Moreover, Pi −fui; vig, C(ui; vi), and C(vi; ui) belong to three dierent components of
G−fui; vig. For each i, let Hi be the component of G−fui; vig containing Pi−fui; vig,
and let Gi be the subgraph of G induced by V (Hi) [ fui; vig. Let G0 be the graph
obtained from G by replacing each Gi by an edge uivi. Note here that we allow an
edge uivi to be repeated. From Lemma 2.4(ii), it is not dicult to see that G0 is a
series{parallel network. Since G is not a series{parallel network, there is a graph Gi,
for some i, such that the graph obtained from G0 by replacing the edge uivi by Gi
is not a series{parallel network. This implies that either Gi or Gi [ uivi contains a
subdivision of K4 as a subgraph. Applying Lemma 2.4(iii) to either case, we deduce
a contradiction.
Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j = 12cc. The last lemma ensures that
G has a dual graph G. Combining this fact and Lemma 2.3, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j = 12cc; where c = 2r for
some positive integer r. Then G has r edge-disjoint c-cycles that cover all edges
of G.
The following lemma is elementary.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that P1 and P2 are two (u; v)-paths and jP1j> jP2j. Then
there are two vertices u0 and v0 in V (P1) \ V (P2) such that V (u0P1v0) \ V (P2) =
V (u0P2v0) \ V (P1) = fu0; v0g and ju0P1v0j> ju0P2v0j.
Next is a technical lemma that will be used frequently.
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j= 12cc. Suppose that P is a
longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c-cycles of G. Let u and v be the
endvertices of P. Then every c-cycle of G contains u and v; and every (u; v)-path of
G has length either jPj or c − jPj.
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Proof. Let C be a c-cycle such that P is a chordal path of C, let X = C[u; v], and
let Y = C[v; u]. We may assume that jX j6jY j. By Lemma 2.4(i), it follows that
jPj=jX j6 12c. Suppose that D is a c-cycle of G that avoids either u or v. Let uQ1u0 be a
path joining u and D, and let vQ2v0 be a path joining v and D. Clearly, one of the paths
uQ1u0 and vQ2v0 has length at least one, and either D[u0; v0] or D[v0; u0] has length at
least 12c. We may assume that jD[u0; v0]j> 12c. Now we have a path uQ1u0D[u0; v0]v0Q2v
of length at least 12c+1. Let Q=uQ1u
0D[u0; v0]v0Q2v. If Q and Y are internally disjoint,
then Q [ Y is a cycle of length exceeding c; a contradiction. Thus Q and Y are not
internally disjoint. By Lemma 2.4(ii), it follows that V (Q [D)\V (P)=fu; vg. Thus, the
path P[uQ1u0 [ vQ2v0 is a chordal path of D which is longer than P; a contradiction.
Let Z be a (u; v)-path of G. Note that jX j = jPj and jY j = c − jPj. Assume that
jZ j 6= jX j and jZ j 6= jY j. By Lemma 2.4(i), the path Z is not a chordal path of C.
Moreover, we know that there is no path joining C(u; v) and C(v; u) in G − fu; vg,
otherwise we can nd a c-cycle not containing fu; vg, a contradiction. Now, we can
conclude that either (1) Z and X are internally disjoint, and Z and Y are not internally
disjoint, or (2) Z and Y are internally disjoint, and Z and X are not internally disjoint.
In case (1), if jZ j> jY j, then X [Z is a cycle of length exceeding c, a contradiction.
Thus jZ j< jY j. By Lemma 2.7, there are two vertices u1 and v1 in Y such that u1Zv1 is
a chordal path of C, and ju1Zv1j< ju1Yv1j. By Lemma 2.4(i), it follows that ju1Zv1j=
jP0j, where the two paths in C joining u1 and v1 are u1Yv1 and P0. Thus u1Zv1[u1Yv1
is a c-cycle not containing fu; vg; a contradiction.
By applying the same argument in case (1), it is easy to show that case (2) does
not occur. Thus the lemma is proved.
Next, we shall dene a family of graphs which will be used as the basic building
blocks for constructing all 2-connected graphs G with jE(G)j= 12cc.
Denition. Let l and r be positive integers, and let 
e(l; r) denote the set of graphs
G satisfying the following:
(i) e is an edge of G that every cycle containing e has length l+ 1; and
(ii) there is a subset fC1; C2; : : : ; Crg of the set of cycles of G containing e such thatSr
j=1E(Cj) = E(G) and E(Ci) \ E(Cj) = feg for all distinct i and j.
The following two lemmas explore some properties of this type of graph.
Lemma 2.9. Let G be a graph in 
e(l; r).
(i) G is a series{parallel network.
(ii) If B is a bond of G containing e and l> 1; then G=(B− e) 2 
e(l− 1; r).
(iii) G 2 
e(r; l).
(iv) If C is a cycle of G containing e and r > 1; then Gn(C − e) 2 
e(l; r − 1).
(v) If G is not a 2-cycle; then either Gne has a cut-vertex; or there are two cycles
C1 and C2 of G containing e such that the paths C1ne and C2ne are internally
disjoint.
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Proof. Let u and v be the endvertices of the edge e. Suppose that G is not a series{
parallel network. Then G has a subgraph which is a subdivision of K4. Now it is not
dicult to see that Gne has two (u; v)-paths P1 and P2 such that there is a path of
length at least one joining P1 and P2. This ensures that we can nd two (u; v)-paths of
Gne with dierent lengths. This contradicts the fact that any two cycles of G containing
e have the same length. Thus (i) holds.
Let B be a bond of G containing e. Since G is a series{parallel network, the bond
B meets every cycle of G containing e in exactly two edges [6]. Thus B meets every
(u; v)-path of G in exactly one edge. Therefore, every (u; v)-path of G=(B − e) has
length l−1. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cr be the cycles of G containing e such that
Sr
j=1 E(Cj)=
E(G) and E(Ci) \ E(Cj) = feg for all distinct i and j. For every i in f1; 2 : : : ; rg, let
Pi = Cine, let B \ Pi = feig, and let C0i = (Pi=ei) [ e. Then C01; C02; : : : ; C0r are cycles of





E(C0i ) \ E(C0j) = feg for all distinct i and j. This proves (ii).
Using (ii) and induction, we can show that the graph G has l bonds B1; B2; : : : ; Bl
containing e that cover all edges of G and that have Bi \ Bj = feg for all distinct i
and j. By combining the fact that Gne consists of r edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths, and the
fact that a bond of G containing e meets every cycle of G containing e in exactly two
edges, we deduce that every bond of G containing e has size r + 1. By duality, it is
clear that (iii) holds.
Let C be a cycle of G containing e. Then C is a bond of G containing e. Using
(iii) and (ii), we know that G2
e(r; l) and G=(C−e)2
e(r−1; l). Thus Gn(C−e)2

e(l; r − 1). This proves (iv).
To prove (v), we assume that Gne does not have a cut-vertex. Thus G is not a
cycle. Let C be a cycle of G containing e. Since G is not a cycle, there is a cycle of
G containing e that is dierent from C. This implies that C has a chordal path with
u as an endvertex. Now, let P be a longest chordal path of C with u as an endvertex.
Let w be the endvertex of P other than u. If w = v, then P and Cne are internally
disjoint, and (v) holds in this case. Thus, we may assume that w 6= v and w is not
a cut-vertex of Gne. Let P1 be the path Cne, and let Q be the path uP1w. Now P
and Q together form a cycle D of G. Since w is not a cut-vertex of Gne, there is a
path R of Gne joining D− fwg and wP1v− fwg in Gne. Let x be the endvertex of R
on D. As P is a longest chordal path of C, the vertex x is not the same as u. Now
it is clear that G contains a subdivision of K4; a contradiction to the fact that G is a
series{parallel network. Thus (v) is proved.
Lemma 2.10. Let G2 be a graph obtained from a graph G by adding an edge in
parallel to every edge of G. If G2 [ e2
e(l; r), then G [ e2
e(l; 12 r).
Proof. Clearly, r>2, and if r = 2, then the lemma holds. Thus we may assume that
r > 2. Let e= uv; E=E(G), and E0=E(G2)−E(G). Suppose that P1 is a (u; v)-path
of G2. Clearly, jP1j = l. Let E(P1) = fe1; e2; : : : ; elg, and, for every i in f1; 2; : : : ; lg,
let fi be the edge parallel to ei such that exactly one of ei and fi is in E. Thus
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ff1; f2; : : : ; flg also forms an (u; v)-path P01 of G2. The denition of G2 implies that,
by interchanging some edges between P1 and P01, there are two edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths
Q1 and Q01 of G
2 such that E(Q1)E and E(Q01)E0. By Lemma 2.9(iv), the graphs
(G2nE(Q1)) [ e and (G2nE(Q01)) [ e are in 
e(l; r − 1). Now, by induction, there
are (u; v)-paths Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qr=2; Q01; Q
0









0, and the graphs (G2nE(Qi))[e and (G2nE(Q0i))[e are in 
e(l; r−1)










i) = G, the lemma is proved.
3. Proof of the main result
The next lemma gives a constructive description of the whole family 
e(l; r) of
graphs.
Lemma 3.1. A graph G is in 
e(l; r) if and only if G can be obtained from a 2-cycle
with an edge e by a sequence of the following operations:
(a) in a cycle containing e; replacing every edge except e by two parallel edges; and
(b) in a bond containing e; subdividing every edge except e; this sequence consists
of r − 1 operations of type (a) and l− 1 operations of type (b).
Proof. It is easy to see that a graph G is in 
e(l; r) if G can be obtained from a
2-cycle with an edge e by a sequence of the operations as described above. Thus, to
prove the lemma, we assume that G is a graph in 
e(l; r), and then we shall show
that G can be obtained from a 2-cycle with an edge e by a sequence of the operations
as described in this lemma. Clearly, this is true if G is a cycle with an edge e. Thus
we may assume that G is not a cycle. This also implies that r > 1. Let u and v be the
endvertices of the edge e. From Lemma 2.9(ii) and (iv), we know that, to prove the
lemma, it is sucient to show that in G either
(1) there are two (u; v)-paths P1 and P2 other than e such that every edge of P1 is
parallel to an edge of P2; or
(2) there is a bond B containing e such that every edge in B− feg has an endvertex
with degree two.
Clearly, the graph G satises (1) if l=1. Thus let us assume that l> 1. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cr
be the cycles of G containing e such that
Sr
i=1 E(Ci)=E(G) and E(Ci)\E(Cj)= feg
for all distinct i and j, and let Xi =Cine for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; rg. Let H1; H2; : : : ; Hk be
the components of G−fu; vg, and let Gi=G[V (Hi)[fu; vg][e for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
It is clear that each Xi is contained in Gj for some j in f1; 2; : : : ; kg. By Lemma 2.9(iv),
we know that Gj2
e(l; rj) for all j in f1; 2; : : : ; kg, where rj is the number of Xi’s in
Gj. We now prove that G satises either (1) or (2) by induction on the number of
edges of G. It is trivial that G satises either (1) or (2) if r = 2. If Gi satises (2)
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for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; kg, then G satises (2). Thus we may assume that Gi does not
satisfy (2) for some Gi. Note that this implies ri>2. Without loss of generality, let
Gi = G1 = X1 [ X2 [    [ Xr1 [ e. If G1 satises (1), then G satises (1), too. Thus
we may also assume that G1 does not satisfy (1), either. Since, by Lemma 2.9(i),
the graph G1 is a series{parallel network, every pair of Xi’s in G1 are not internally
disjoint. Now, by Lemma 2.9(v), the graph G1ne has a cut-vertex w. Let Yi=uXiw and
Zi =wXiv for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; r1g, and let Y = (
Sr1
i=1Yi)[ uw and Z = (
Sr1
i=1Zi)[wv.
It is not dicult to see that Y 2 
uw(l1; r1) and Z 2 
wv(l2; r1) for some positive
integers l1 and l2 such that l1 + l2 = l. If both Y and Z satisfy (1), then G1 satises
(1); a contradiction. Thus we may assume that either Y or Z does not satisfy (1). By
the induction hypothesis, we know that either Y or Z satises (2). Either case implies
that G1 satises (2). This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
The proof of the main theorem will use the next lemma and one futher proposition.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jE(G)j= 12cc; c= 2l; and c = 2r.
For some positive integers l and r; and let P be a longest chordal path among all
chordal paths of c-cycles of G. If jPj = l; then; for some k>2; the graph G can be
expressed as (G1[uv G2[uv    [uv Gk)nuv where each Gi 2 
uv(l; ri) for some ri with
16ri6r; and
Pk
j=1 rj = c
.
Proof. Clearly, the lemma holds if l=1. Thus we may assume that l> 1. By Lemma
2.6, the graph G has r edge-disjoint c-cycles C1; C2; : : : ; Cr that cover all edges of G.
Let u and v be the endvertices of P, and let e be an edge uv not in G. By Lemma 2.8,
we know that Ci contains u and v for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; rg. For every i in f1; 2; : : : ; rg, we
dene fXi; Yig=fCi[u; v]; Ci[v; u]g. Let fZ1; Z2; : : : ; Z2rg=fX1; X2; : : : ; Xr; Y1; Y2; : : : ; Yrg.
Again, by Lemma 2.8, every (u; v)-path of G has length l. Thus jZ1j=jZ2j=  =jZ2rj=l.
Now, it is clear that G[ e 2 
e(l; 2r). Suppose that H1; H2; : : : ; Hk are the components
of G − fu; vg, and let Gi = G[V (Hi) [ fu; vg] [ e for all i in f1; 2; : : : ; kg. An easy
observation is that each Zi [ e is entirely contained in some Gj. By Lemma 2.9 (iv),
we know that Gj 2 
e(l; rj) for all j in f1; 2; : : : ; kg, where rj is the number of Xi’s
in Gj.
Since Xi and Yi are internally disjoint for all i, and, by Lemma 2.5, the graph G is
a series{parallel network, the paths Xi and Yi are in two distinct Gj’s. Thus k>2. It
remains to show that 16rt6r. Clearly, rt>1. Suppose that rt > r. Then there is an
integer i in f1; 2; : : : ; rg such that Gt contains both Xi and Yi; a contradiction. Thus the
lemma is proved.
We now give a description for those 2-connected graphs G with jE(G)j= 12cc.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Then jE(G)j= 12cc if and only if for
some l>1 and some k>2; there are graphs G1; G2; : : : ; Gk with Gi 2 
e(l; ri) such
that G or a planar dual of G can be expressed as (G1 [uv G2 [uv    [uv Gk)ne where
e = uv and 16ri6(
Pk
j=1 rj)=2; for all i.
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Proof. First we show that if jE(G)j = 12cc, then G or a planar dual of it can be
expressed as in the proposition. Clearly, either c or c is even. By duality, we may
assume the latter. Let c = 2r. It is also clear that G or a planar dual of it can be
expressed as in the proposition if r=1 or c=2. Thus we assume that r > 1 and c> 2.
Let P be a longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c-cycles of G. It is clear
that jPj6 12c. By Lemma 3.2, G or a planar dual of it has the specied structure when
jPj=12c. Thus we may assume that jPj< 12c. Now Lemma 2.6 implies that G consists of
r edge-disjoint c-cycles C1; C2; : : : ; Cr . Let u and v be the endvertices of P. By Lemma
2.8, we know that every Ci contains u and v. Let fXi; Yig= fCi[u; v]; Ci[v; u]g, where
jXij6jYij. By Lemma 2.8, it follows that jPj=jX1j=jX2j=  =jXrj< 12c< jY1j=jY2j=
  =jYrj. It is easy to see that no two paths from fY1; Y2; : : : ; Yrg are internally disjoint,
otherwise G has a cycle of length greater than c, a contradiction. Let H1=(
Sr
i=1 Yi)[e
and H2 = (
Sr
i=1 Xi)[ e. Applying Lemmas 2.7 and 2.4(i) and using the fact that every
c-cycle of G contains u and v, we deduce that Xi and Yj are internally disjoint for
all distinct i and j. Thus V (H1) \ V (H2) = fu; vg. Note that H1 − fu; vg is connected.
It is easy to see that every (u; v)-path of H1 other than e has length jY1j, and that
every (u; v)-path of H2 other than e has length jX1j. Thus H1 2 
e(jY1j; r) and H2 2

e(jX1j; r). Since no two paths from fY1; Y2; : : : ; Yrg are internally disjoint, Lemma
2.9(v) implies that H1ne has a cut-vertex w. Let ~G be a planar embedding of G,
and let F1 be the face of G that contains the vertices u; v, and w, but is dierent
from the innite face F2. Let G be the dual graph of the plane graph ~G, and let
u0 and v0 be the vertices of G associated with the faces F1 and F2, respectively.
Using Lemma 2.9(iii), it is not dicult to see that G has three internally disjoint
(u0; v0)-paths, say Z1; Z2, and Z3, having the same length r. This also implies that Z3
is a chordal path of the cycle Z1 [ Z2 in G. Since jZ1 [ Z2j = 2r = c, the cycle
Z1 [ Z2 is a longest cycle of G. Since jZ3j = r = 12c, the chordal path Z3 is a
longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c-cycles of G. We now add an
edge in parallel to every edge of G, and let the resulting graph be (G)2. Thus
c((G)2) = 2c(G) = 2c(G) = 2c. By Lemma 3.2, we know that the graph (G)2
can be expressed as (H1 [u0v0 H2 [u0v0    [u0v0 Hk )nu0v0 for some k>2 where each
Hi 2 
u0v0(r; li) for some r and li such that r>1, and 16li6(
Pk
j=1 lj)=2 = 2c. By
deleting the newly added edges from (G)2 and using Lemma 2.10, we can get that
G = (G1 [u0v0 G2 [u0v0    [u0v0 Gk)nu0v0 for some k>2 where each Gi 2 
u0v0(r; 12 li)




2 lj)=2 = c. We conclude that G

has the desired form.
We now suppose that G has the form specied in the proposition. It is easy to see
that G is a series{parallel network. Let e = uv, and let C be a longest cycle of G.
It is clear that every (u; v)-path of G has length l. Thus, together, a (u; v)-path in
G1ne and a (u; v)-path in G2ne form a cycle of length 2l. This implies that jCj>2l.
Suppose that jCj> 2l. Let uPu0 be a path of G joining u and C, and let vQv0 be a
path of G joining v and C. Since either C[u0; v0] or C[v0; u0] has length at least 12 jCj,
which exceeds l, one of the paths uPu0C[u0; v0]v0Qv and uPu0C[v0; u0]v0Qv has length
exceeding l; a contradiction. We now conclude that c(G) = 2l.
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Since, for each i in f1; 2; : : : ; kg, the graph Gine consists of ri edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths,
the graph G consists of
Pk
j=1 rj edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths, say Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn, where
n=
Pk
j=1 rj. As a bond of G that separates u and v must meet each of the Qi’s in at
least one edge, we have c(G)>n. Let C be a largest bond of G. Suppose that C
separates u and v, and suppose that C meets some Qi in more than one edge. We
may assume that Qi is in G1ne. Pick a path, say Qj, from fQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qng such that
Qj is not in G1ne. Note that, in a series{parallel network, if a bond meets a cycle,
then they meet in exactly two edges. But Qi [ Qj is a cycle that meets C in more
than two edges; a contradiction. Thus C meets each of the Qi’s in exactly one edge,
so jCj = n. Suppose that C does not separate u and v. Then C must lie entirely
in Gine, for some i. Let P1; P2; : : : ; Pri be ri edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths in Gine. Clearly,Sri
j=1 Pj = E(Gine). Since, for each Pi, there is a cycle of G containing Pi, the bond
C meets Pi in at most two edges. Now, it is clear that jCj62ri6n. We conclude
that c(G) = n=
Pk
j=1 rj. Since the graph G is formed by n edge-disjoint (u; v)-paths
of length l, we have jE(G)j= nl= 12c(G)c(G).
Finally, we suppose that G has the form specied in the proposition. By applying
the same argument as above, we deduce that c(G)=2l and c(G)=n. Thus c(G)=2l
and c(G) = n. Again, we have jE(G)j= 12c(G)c(G).
Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of this proposition and Lemma 3.1.
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